Name: Amity ACM Student Chapter.
Institution: Amity School of Engineering and Technology, Amity University, Uttar Pradesh.
Address: Sector 125 Noida, Uttar Pradesh.
Office Bearers:
Faculty Sponsor: Prof. (Dr.) Abhay Bansal (abansal1@amity.edu)
Membership Chair: Ms. Shruti Gupta (sgupta65@amity.edu)
Chairperson: Mr. Nalin Panwar (nalin.panwar007@gmail.com)
Vice Chairperson: Mr. Amlaan Bhoi (amlaanb@gmail.com)
Treasurer: Ms. Noor Chowdhary (noorchowdhary95@gmail.com)
Secretary: Mr. Himanshu Goyal (himanshu.poswal.poswal8@gmail.com)
Web Master: Mr. Athul Jayaram (athuljayaram@gmail.com)

Number of Chapter Members: 1766
Number of Faculty Volunteer: 60
Number of Student Volunteers: 80

Website URL: aasc.acm.org

DESCRIPTION OF SCHOOL Amity University is amongst the top Universities of India. In the year 2014, Amity
University has been named by Quacquarelli Symonds (QS) as one of Asia's top
300 universities. The institute provides smart learning and excellent oppurtunities to its
students so as to explore the scope in any stream. Mostly, it focuses on providing its students

with ethical values, morals, overall development, and importance of team work, unity,
responsibility and respect towards your work.
Amity University has been ranked No. 1 Non-Profit Private University - India
Today. Amity University has also given out more than 25000 scholarships to praise students
for their hard work. We have 80 international universities as research partners and more
than 570 patents have been filed by faculties in the last years.
Moreover, we have 300 Govt. funded research projects carried out by the faculty and 1001
case-studies developed by Faculty bought across 62 countries.
DESCRIPTION OF CHAPTER Amity ACM Student Chapter (AASC) is one of the most active and popular chapters at
Amity. Our team consists of very dynamic, creative and enthusiastic students, graduates
and faculty members of Computer Science and Engineering Department, Amity
University.
Apart from the professional development opportunities, AASC also provides students
with personal, social, and community service opportunities, honing the overall collegiate
experience. AASC started with just 4 members in three year but because of the student’s and
teacher’s continuous hard work and dedication, we have grown to more than 1700
members and are on our way to become the world's largest chapter.

Number of students at our school who take computer science and related courses - 1800

OUTSTANDING RECRUITMENT PROGRAM
AASC recruitment process is extremely sophisticated and competitive. All the applicants are
evaluated through a holistic approach, considering each and every aspect of the applicants’
profiles. AASC welcomes students with diverse backgrounds, interests and talents.
All possible efforts are made in order to make the students of our college aware of AASC,
through different platforms such as Facebook, AASC Official Website, Newsletters, and
Twitter etc. All of AASC’s latest activities and happenings are uploaded on all of the above
mentioned platforms regularly, in an effort to keep all the interested non-member students, in
the loop as well.
Apart from this, AASC also invests a lot of time and effort in designing prudent and selfexplanatory posters, to attract maximum participation.

Recruitment for Student Member
INTRODUCTORY SESSION: “Actions speak louder than words”, a motto we believe in.
Amity ACM Student Chapter believes in experiencing our potential members with activities
we do, how we do and why we do before they make a choice to join our chapter and so we
introduced Introductory Sessions and Activities for all students interested in joining ACM
Student Chapter. “All roads that lead to succes have to pass through the
hard work boulevard at some point. And ACM believes in hard
work.”
This session was started with a description of ACM, its activities and profits, Amity ACM
Student Chapter and its role followed by an activity which this year was our “Android
Workshop” and then a Q&A round.
ICE BREAKING SESSION: Ahead of the conventional recruitment activities, AASC
conducted an Ice Breaking session, where in the students were familiarized with the ideology,
agenda and basic purpose of AASC. We also helped the students by organising a small C
programming workshop after the session.
GROUP DISCUSSION: This was followed by an intense group discussion, conducted by
senior core committee members of AASC. The aim of the GD was to evaluate the ability of
students to resolve a given situation, while working in a team.
Basic Evaluation Criteria for the recruitment process:
1. Communication Skills
2. Global views
3. Spontaneity
4. Confidence
5. Experience
6. Intellectual curiosity
7. Interests and activities
8. Attitude towards work
9. Respect towards seniors

10. Ethics and values
On the basis of the above mentioned criteria, each student was prudently evaluated and the
ones with the right amount of determination and potential were then accepted as student
volunteers of AASC.
Recruitment for Core Committee
WHAT WE LOOK FOR


IQ and EQ



POTENTIAL



CONTRIBUTION TO THE SOCIETY



WILLINGNESS TO WORK HARD

ONLINE APPLCIATION: All the candidates were asked to fill an online form, which
provided the basic information required to assess the students’ candidacy.
Components:


Personal information



Why you want to be a part of AASC?



What is your understanding of the functioning of the student chapter?



List out any contributions made by you towards the society



What contributions can you make as a member of AASC?



What was your life’s biggest failure?

TASK: After an exhaustive evaluation process, the core members decided to assign a task to
every suitable candidate. The task was to organize an event successfully, which would enable
them to portray their skills and potential.
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